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Gandhi Jayanti
2 Oct. 2023

October 2nd happens to be the birth anniversary of two great Indian
leaders- Mahatma Gandhi and Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri. Avalon World
School Waghodia celebrated this day with great enthusiasm. The
program commenced with a bhajan by Mr. Manjeet, Ms. Priya , Ms.
Alka & Speech by Ms. Sunita. Students presented various programs
like Hindi and English poem recitation. The program enlightened the
audience with the analogy of the two great leaders by Jiya and Tanya
Parekh. Many great leaders, were portrayed by the students through
fancy dress program. The event concluded with the National Anthem.





Science & SS Exhibition at DPS Vadodara 

The students of grade VII,Avalon
World School Waghodia embarked on
an amazing educational expedition,
immersing themselves in the
intriguing domains of Science,
Mathematics, and Social Science
during their visit to their sister school,
Delhi Public School Vadodara.

6 Oct. 2023



Math Week
9 Oct.  to 13 Oct. 2023

"Life is a Maths equation, in order to gain the most you need to know how to convert
negatives into positives"
"Mathematics gives us hope that every problem has a solution"
To create an interest and love towards the wonderful and magical world of Mathematics,  
Avalon World School Waghodia celebrated Mathematics Week for Grades I to X from 09-10-
2023(Monday) to 13-10-2023(Friday) with the Theme: JOYFUL MATHEMATICS with great
pride and enthusiasm.
DAY-1: SPECIAL ASSEMBLY BY PRIMARY SECTION 
Students of Grade II to V did the role enactment of some of the famous Indian
Mathematicians in the form of fashion show. Students of Grade VII (A) also presented a skit
on BODMAS. 
DAY-2: SPECIAL ASSEMBLY BY SECONDARY SECTION
Students initiated the morning assembly with interesting Mathematics Prayer by a student of
Grade IX, followed by astonishing Mathematical Thought presented by a student of Grade VII
(B). One of the Students of Grade X gave extremely informative speech on the topic
Importance Of Mathematics followed by a unique presentation of Divisibility Rules in the
form of a Poetry by the students of Grade VII(B). They sung it beautifully. Before the wrap,
there was a spectacular dance performance by the students of Grade IX and X.  At the end,
the session was wrapped with a Mathematics pledge presented by a student of Grade VII(B).
 DAY-3: Students of Grade IX conducted a Mathematics Quiz in the form of PPT for Grade IX
and X, prepared by them. It was an interactive session, fun filled and informative. Students of
Grade V and VI also prepared some Mathematical Games and Puzzles based on Mathematical
operations/Geometry and played with their classmates and friends.
Grade VI students also did String Art activity based on Geometrical Ideas.
 Mathematics Week Celebration was a fantastic opportunity to cherish the importance of
Math in everyday life. It provides an effective way of building mental discipline and
encourages logical reasoning among students.. 



Math Week

9 Oct.  to 13 Oct. 2023



"The only way to learn mathematics is to do
mathematics". 



A session on COLS(Compression Only Life Support) was conducted
by Dr. Anuja Agrawal and her team of doctors from Sumandeep
Vidyapeeth . The session was for the students of grades VII & VIII.
A brief description and demonstration on compression only life
support was given by the team of Labdhi Simulation Centre of
Sumandeep Vidyapeeth. The objective of the programme was to  
equip the students to perform CPR and save lives . The students
greatly benefitted from this training as they learnt an important life
skill.

Session on COLS (Compression Only Life Support)
9 Oct. 2023



World Mental Health Day
 10 Oct. 2023

“Taking care of your mental health is an act of self-love.”

'Mental Health is not a destination, but a process. It's about how
you drive, not where you're going!' 

        World Mental Health Day was first organised on
10,October,1992 by the World Federation of Mental Health, a global
mental health organization having a presence in more than 150
countries. The theme for 2023 was 'Mental Health is a Universal
Human Right.'At Avalon World School various activities were
undertaken to mark this day. Students prepared a positivity board
and wrote gratitude notes. A session was also conducted by the
counselor Ms.Renu Singh for students of grades IX and X where
simple methods were shared to improve mental health and reduce
stress among students.



Visit of Euro Kids to AWSW

Avalon World School Waghodia hosted a field trip for the little
ones of 'Eurokids Waghodia'.
The teachers of Avalon welcomed the students and staff with
hand crafted gifts prepared by them. Few activities and a school
tour was also organised for the students. 
It was a fun-filled and unique experience for the students of both
Avalon and Eurokids. 

11 Oct. 2023



CBSE Reading Challenge Round II 

Hindi

English

10 Oct. - 13 Oct 2023

Reading  keeps your mind active and enhances your
creative ability. Avalon World School Waghodia
participated in CBSE Reading Challenge. 10 students from
grades 6 to 10 were registered for participation in second
phase of the programme from 10th October to 13th
October. The medium of answering was Hindi and English.



Garba Celebration
20 Oct.2023



Garba Celebration



Educational tour to Panchmarhi

"Travelling – it leaves
you speechless, then

turns you into a
storyteller.”



Cultural Day (Pre- Primary)
27 Oct. 2023

Cultural day celebration is important for promoting
cultural awareness, tolerance and global understanding.
It fosters creativity, builds social skills, and involves the
community in children's education. Celebrating cultural
days helps promote respect, and inclusivity, teaching
children to accept and embrace differences in people.



"We may have different religions, different languages,
different colored skin, but we all belong to one human race.”



Inter-House Competition
12 Oct. 2023

Group I (Magic of Mirch Masala ) 

Group II (Science Quiz) 



Group III
 ( Mime Act) 



Group IV (Radio Jockey On Air -We The Avalonians) 



Inter - House Competition Results
12 Oct.23



Athletic Meet 2023
UDAAN(CBSE Hubs of Learning School)

GPS Chhani

“One of the secrets of life is to make stepping stones 
out of stumbling blocks.”



SGFI Games 
(District Level)

CBSE Cluster

Samarth Patel  Participated in  CBSE
Cluster Skating  Tournament Bhopal

Madhya Pradesh

(State Level)



BCM MUNJAL TINKERPRENEURS
National  Level Competition



Principals’  & Teachers’ Meet
Academic Excellence Awards 2023 

29 Oct.23

Avalon World School Waghodia takes
immense pride and pleasure to announce that
our Principal Dr. RK Shakya and two teachers
Ms Sonal Bhatt and Ms Priyanka Jha received
the prestigious 'Principals' & Teachers' Meet
Academic Excellence Awards 2023, from Parul
University, Vadodara, at hotel Hyatt Place, on
Sunday 29 October 2023.



Google's Birthday
Celebrating 23 Years of Google: A Journey Through Time Google,
the search engine that needs no introduction, marks its 23rd
birthday, and it’s remarkable journey from a humble research
project to a global tech giant is worth celebrating. Founded in 1998
by Larry Page and Sergey Brin, two Stanford University students,
Google was initially conceived as a solution to make sense of the
ever-expanding universe of online information.
The name "Google" is a clever twist on "googol," a mathematical
term representing the numeral one followed by one hundred zeros.
This name choice encapsulated the founders' ambitious goal to
organize the vast and seemingly infinite pool of data on the
internet.
In the early days, Google's unique and efficient algorithm set it
apart from existing search engines, providing more accurate and
relevant search results. This innovation propelled the platform to
prominence, and by 2000, Google had become the world's premier
search engine. At the heart of its success was the PageRank
algorithm, which ranked web pages based on relevance and quality,
a revolutionary concept in the realm of online searching.
Google didn't stop at search. Over the years, it expanded into
numerous services, including Google AdWords, Google Maps, and
Gmail. In 2004, the company went public with an IPO that raised
billions of dollars, further cementing its position in the tech
industry.
Today, Google is much more than just a search engine. It offers a
vast array of products and services, ranging from the Android
operating system and Google Drive to YouTube and cloud
computing. The company's innovative spirit has continually shaped
the way we access information, connect with the world, and even
interact with technology. As Google enters its 23rd year, it stands as
an enduring symbol of the digital age and a testament to the power
of innovation.

Arnav Bhambure (IX)



Pinnacle- 2023

Jansi  Parekh 
2nd prize in Kavyanjali



Inter - House Competition
28 Oct. 2023

Group I(Greeting Card Making) 

Group II(Flower Arrangement) 



Inter - House Competition
28 Oct. 2023

Group III(Flower Arrangement) 

Group IV(Greeting Card Making) 



Inter - House Competition Results
29 Oct.2023

"Success is not final; failure is not fatal: 
It is the courage to continue that counts."




